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Is There Really Such a Thing as a “Rigged Election”?
“I continue to think that our voting machines are too vulnerable.” 

Who said that? Former President Donald Trump during the run-up to this November’s presidential
election? Nope. The above quote was spoken by then-House Committee Intelligence Chairman Adam
Schiff in an interview with The Washington Post in October 2019.

Schiff is, of course, a liberal Democrat. He was also a trailblazer of sorts behind the now-discredited
claim that Russia and Trump had colluded to put the latter in the White House. Nor did he back away
from that claim after the April 2019 release of the redacted Mueller Report, which did not find the
“collusion” that many Democrats expected to find.

Schiff himself also has been unable to come up with the goods showing collusion, even though he has
tried. Back in February 2019, prior to the Mueller Report’s release, Schiff said in a CNN State of the
Union interview, “Well, we’re going to have to do our own investigation. And we are. We will certainly
be very interested to learn what Bob Mueller finds.” In that same interview, he claimed that “you can
see evidence in plain sight on the issue of collusion, pretty compelling evidence.” If that were truly the
case, it would seem an easy matter to compile that evidence and connect the dots to demonstrate the
much-ballyhooed “Russia-Trump collusion.” But neither Schiff nor Mueller was able to do so.

Fast-forward to today, and the claim that Putin put Trump in the White House is widely recognized as a
whopper of a conspiracy theory. Yet the major media have never maligned the advocates of this
discredited claim as “election deniers,” as has been the case for those who claim that the 2020
presidential election was stolen.

But Schiff was right about at least one problem he raised regarding the lack of election integrity after
the 2016 election of Trump and before the 2020 election of Joe Biden: “Our voting machines are too
vulnerable.”

That vulnerability has not changed since Biden’s election. What has changed is that concerns about
election vulnerabilities that were considered credible when voiced by liberals are now dismissed as
unfounded conspiracy theory by the media mavens when voiced by conservatives. And this is despite
the fact that, unlike the Russia-Trump collusion hoax, there really were widespread irregularities in the
2020 presidential election, and abundant evidence showing that that election was stolen, media claims
to the contrary notwithstanding.

Oh, but haven’t the courts, after careful examination of the purported evidence, consistently determined
that there is no evidence of widespread fraud, certainly not enough fraud to swing an election? No,
that’s not what happened, no matter how many times the media have said it did.

In our main cover story (“Unrigging Elections”), The New American’s Paul Dragu interviews former
New Mexico prosecutor and New Mexico State University professor — and, according to media hit
pieces, current “election denier” — Dr. David Clements about his own research into the 2020 election
irregularities, as well as his two-hour documentary on the subject, Let My People Go (see “Must-see
Documentary Calling for an End to Rigged Elections”). Asked (among other things) about the media
claim that the courts have found nothing amiss in the 2020 elections, Clements noted that the U.S.
Supreme Court did not take up the cases submitted to it — “so you can’t say that there’s no evidence if
you’re not willing to examine the merits to begin with”— and that some cases that were actually heard
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by lower courts were won by Trump or the GOP.

In addition to Clements, we also interview former Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice Michael Gableman,
who investigated the 2020 election in his state, and businessman Mike Lindell, who has put everything
on the line to uncover the truth (see “Election Investigator Reveals How Democrats Hijacked Wisconsin
Elections” and “Mike Lindell: Secure the Elections, Vote Same Day”). And there are others too who are
working hard to bring out the truth and restore election integrity (see “Voting Machine Warnings:
Experts and Evidence”). We invite you, our reader, to see for yourself what these truth seekers have to
say, and to help restore election integrity (see “You Can Restore Election Integrity”).
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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